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SCHOOL OF FIELD NATURAL HISTORY

ANNOUNCEMENT OF 1928 SESSION

From the Yosemite Educational Department
The Yosemite School of Field Field Studies Develop

Natural History is a summer Enthusiasm

school for the training of natural From its beginning in the sum-
ists, nature guides and teachers of mer of 1925, both instructors and
natural history, where emphasis is students have been pleased with the
placed on the study of living things outcome of the venture. Students
in their natural environment .

	

unanimously speak of the work as
Its aim is to train students to being the most useful and profit-

study and interpret living nature able they have ever taken . The in-
that they may better enjoy life and structor are convinced that the em
also lead others to similar profit phasis on `eld studies develops en
and enjoyment, thus making an thusiasm and constitutes a needed
educational contribution to the con- supplementary training . Stu-dents
servation of natural resources .

	

of past seasons have made good use
The establishment of the Yosem- of their training during succeeding

ite School of Field Natural History years and many have found places
resulted from a demand for a as nature guides, or nature cou p
training in field studies and a de cilors in summer camps and in na
sire on the part of the National tional and state parks . Having
Park Service and the California reached its fourth year, the school
Fish and Game Commission to es- is no longer an experiment.
tablish a training school for nature
guides, teachers of natural history From the first, applications have
and Boy Scout and Camp Fire Girl exceeded the quota of students and

leaders loo' :ing toward better now that the school is better known
knowledge of wild life and its con- it is possible to admit only about
servation . This school seemed a one-half of those who apply . As a
natural outgrowth from the now consequence, advance enrollments
well-established Yosemite Nature for future seasons are being re-
Guide Service .

	

reived.
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Location

	

Graduate Work
With easy accessibility to its ex- Although it has been found im-

tensive fauna and flora, typical of possible to allow students to re-
five life zones, and is unique geol- enroll the year following gradu-
ogy, Yosemite National Park con ation from the school, yet some
stitutes an ideal location for a found it profitable to return to do
school of field natural history,

	

advanced work in following years
The Yosemite Museum, a na: Use of equipment and direction uy

tional park service institution, is the staff is made available to such
headquarters for the school . Its students.
extensive collections are available

	

COURSE OF STUDY
to students, and its library, lecture

Lectures and Laboratory
room, and well equipped labora-
tories afford the best of facilities

	

1 . Geology and physical geography
for intensive work .

	

of the Sierra Nevada.—C . P. Russell.

Term

	

2 . Plant and animal distributions.

Instruction is given from June 25 Life zones
.—H. C. Bryant.

3 . Botany—(a) Common trees and
to August 10, thus coinciding with shrubs .—Mrs . Enid Michael . (b)
the University of California sum- Forestry .—A. F. Hall and G. M.
mer session at Berkeley. The high Wright. (c) Flowering plants.
mountain field trip begins August Mrs. Enid Michael . (d) Algae aad
4 and ends August 10, 1928 . This fungi .—M. B. Nichols. (e) Ferns
matchless excursion terminates the and mosses .—M. B. Nichols.
work of the season.

	

4. Zoology — (a) Invertebrates:
Organization

	

Insects, molluscs, etc. E. O. Essig
The school, a part of the Yo- and Shaler Aldous . (b) Common

semite educational department, is vertebrates : Fishes, H. C. Bryant;
under the administration of the su- amphibians and reptiles . 1I . C . Bry-
perintendent of Yosemite National ant and R. P. Hays ; birds, H. C.
Park. The work was originated by Bryant, Mrs . Enid Michael and C.
the California Fish and Game Com- A . Harwell ; mammals, C . P. Russ-
mission and brought to Yosemite ell.
in 1925 . The Yosemite Park and

	

5. Conservation of natural re-
Curry Company and the Yosemite sources, H. C. Bryant.
National History Association also Field Study
co-operate with the government

	

1 . Field trips and study of the
in employing staff members .

	

fauna and flora of the valley floor.
Staff

	

Hours, 8 a . m. to 12 m. daily except
A. F. Hall, B . S ., chief naturalist, Saturday and Sunday.

United States National Park Sec-

	

2. All-day field trips each Satur-
vice.

	

day to the "rim" of the valley.
C. P. Russell, A. B ., M. A., park

	

3. Special collecting trips for
naturalist, Yosemite National Park . rarer forms of plants and inverte-

H. C. Bryant, Ph. D., director of brate animals.
the school and Yosemite nature

	

4. A special problem, selected by
guide .

	

the student, and necessitating field
E. O. Essig, professor of ontn. work with weekly reports of prog-

mology, University of California

	

ress.
Mrs . Enid Michael, Yosemite na-

	

N. B.—Several mountain miles
ture guide .

	

are covered in various field excur-
M. B. Nichols, Ph . B., Yosemite sions and the Saturday trips neces-

nature guide .

	

sitate a climb of 3000 feet.
C . A . Harwell, A . B ., Yosemite Tuition and Fees

natur . : guide.

	

This schooling is a contribution
Shaler Aldous, A. B., M. A., Yo- to nature education by the Nation-

semite nature guide .

	

al Park Service with the aid of
George M. Wright, A. B ., Yo- the California Fish and Game Corn-

semite ranger-naturalist.

	

mission, the Yosemite Park and
R. P. Hays, A . B ., M . A., Yosemite Curry Company, and the Yosemite

nat. e guide .

	

Natural History Association . No



Well equipped laboratories and a lecture room provide facilities for the indoor work that must be done
in conjunction with field work . Here, too, students may gain information on and some training in the found-
ing and management of a national park museum . Not of least importance is the shower room open to stu-
dents at all times.
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tuition is charged. Expense is thus

	

(a) Field observation and identi-
limited to a $5 registration fee and fication, 60 per cent.
to sundry materials such as note-

	

(b) Teaching ability, 20 per cent.
books, collecting apparatus, trans-

	

(c) Notebooks, 10 per cent.
portation, food, housing and cloth-

	

(d) Preparation

	

of

	

scientific
ing . Text books, stationery, drawing specimens, 5 per cent.
materials and laboratory supplies

	

(e) Familiarity with literature, 5
are provided by the school .

	

per cent.
Daily Program

	

Credit

8 a. in . to 12 m .---Regular morn-

	

The work offered is of university

ing field trip . (Except Saturdays, offered.
o

	

A National
but

	

university cre rvi ie

Sundays and holidays) .

	

terti
tific e

	

uen Park
showing thatthaat

t

2 p . in . to 4 p. m.—Lectures and the work has issuedbeen satisfactorily
laboratory .

		

we
completed.

Saturdays, all day field trip to Registration and Matriculation
heights above valley, start 7 a . m .

	

The number of students in the
8 p . in . to 10 p . in .—School camp 1928 session will be limited to twen

fire . Nature program, open to pub- ty. Students will be accepted on
lic .

	

the basis of date of written appli-
The museum laboratories are cation after fulfilling educational

open to students for study, 7 :30 requirements, which are two years
to 10 every evening, except Sunday . of college work, or the equivalent.
High Country Field Trip

	

All applicants are urged to take
On August 4, the class, under membership in the Yosemite Nat-

leadership of an instructor, will ural History Association.
leave Yosemite valley for a week Housing
in the high regions of the park . It is hoped that students will, on
The High Sierra camps operated by account of sociability and other ad-
the Yosemite Park and Curry Coln- vantages, prefer to camp in a sec-
pany will afford convenient and tion reserved for students of the
comfortable accommodations . Ex- school . A tent for two with house-
pense of this special trip will be keeping equipment, secured from
less than $30 . Opportunity will be the Yosemite Park and Curry Corn-
given for observation and study in pany, pro rated costs $7 per week up.
each of the three upper life zones Groceries and meat are to be had
of Yosemite National park.

	

at practically city prices . The camp
The Work Is Practical

	

is centrally located and has proved
The plan is to make the work advantageous to students . Hotel or

supplement the lower division uni- American plan camp accommoda-
versity courses in botany and Lions are near at hand for those
zoology with the opportunity for who find it impossible to camp
field work. The course affords Free camp grounds are available
first-hand acquaintance with vari- for those who have their own
ous living forms and enables a equipment . If you plan to camp in
more intimate study of nature and the reserved section you should
less of books. Familiarity with liv- bring your own bedding. Send it.
ing plants and animals, the lack of by parcel post care of Housekeep-
which many feel so keenly, will be ing Camps Headquarters, preced-
stressed. Opportunity for practice ing your arrival . All other personal
in teaching, leading parties afield, effects should be sent by parcel
in presentation of nature lore at post
the campfire and in writing nature Clothing
notes will be given every student .

	

Outing clothes are in order ai all
Examination and Grades

	

times and places . Comf.o•table
Emphasis will be placed on inters- walking shoes are necessary, as

sive field work and each student field trips include excursions cover
will be expected to know and iden- ing many miles of mountain trail
tify all the more common Yosemite Further information will ,,Madly
trees, shrubs, wild flowers, insects, be supplied by the National Park
fishes, amphibians, reptiles, birds Service . Inquiries should be ad-
and mammals . Grading will he dressed to the Park Naturalist, Yo-
apportioned as follows :

	

Semite National Park . California .
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THE `RHINO BUCK' OF YOSEMITE

By George M . Wright
Yosemite has ever been noted for its unique displays of nature's

handiwork . Now comes Old" Horny," addin ganother unusual phenome-
non to the list.

Horny, often styled the unicorn
buck, sports an extra horn which
springs from a point about one-
third of the way between the tip of
the nose and the antlers. His
strange appearance and extreme
tameness have made this deer
many friends . A regular suppli-
cant for buttered bread at the back
doors of valley dwellers, the uni-
corn buck has been also a famil-
iar sight around Camp Curry . How
it relishes the hand-fed dainties
and a good old-fashioned back
scratch now and then!

This buck is a well developed
specimen of the mule deer which
throng this region, being apparent-
ly normal except for the spiked
snout and twisted, irregularly
branched antlers. There are six-
teen points or tines including those
of the third horn.

For two seasons scientists have
been studying the unicorn buck to
ascertain its characteristics and re-
actions . The supernumerary horn
Is shed annually with the other two
and in the spring a velvety knob
nppears in its place. Though the
antlers remain in the velvet some-
what longer than is the case with
the other deer, they are finally
stripped clean.

A new snout horn was disclosed
this year . But witness the differ-
ence—this time a two-pointed horn
replaced the spike of last year.

Antlers of distorted shape are
not uncommon among deer, being
thought by many to be derived
from abnormalities of the sexual

--

	

---Ti
"OLD HORNY"

The above sketch was made from
a recent photograph and clearly
shows the two-pronged antler
growing from the buck's snout.

organs. The existence of bucks
possessed of a distinct third horn,
however is very rare, occurring
only once amongst many thousand
individuals, according to Joseph
Dixon, economic mammalogist of
the University of California.

So Old Horny is a "very remark-
able fellow" worthy of a place on
the callinL list of everyone who
will visit Yosemite Valley next
year .
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A NATIVE MOUSER

By C. P. Russell
Those residents of Yosemite Val- of beef or pork, the "Ring-tall"

ley who resent the official order would sally forth from the rear of
banning house cats from the park the shop and take a place on the
may very well make friends with suspended track of the meat crane,
the native Ring-tailed cat. How a few feet above the heads of the
comparatively numerous these little- customers . The appreciative butcher
known animals are about Yosemite fed her choice bits and occasionally
Valley homes is evidenced these she would jump down to the counter
snowy mornings by the many and submit to petting. This pet
tracks in the back yards and on produced a family of young ones
back porches . How desirable the somewhere in the environs of the
nocturnal visits from Bassariscus butcher shop but so far as I know,
may be is best known to those never paraded her babies before her
householders who have discovered numerous human acquaintances.
the significance of sudden thumps The Ring-tailed cat is not a cat,
and bumps in woodshed or attic . nor at all closely related to the cat
Most often such noises are acconr- family . As one might suspect, hav-
panied by squeals of a throttled ing noted its banded tail, the ani-
mouse, and indicate to the human mal is related to the raccoon . Rs
resident that he is rid of one more general scheme of coloration sug-
nuisance .

	

gests the same relationship, and it
Arthur Gallinson, who houses and is possessed of a face that is truly

dispenses government food supplies pretty and astute. Its specific name
in Yosemite Valley, has long known is astutus!
the value of "Ring-tails ." Just now Oregon, Nevada, Utah, Colorado,

he harbors two of the pretty ani- and Texas mark the northe : n
mals in the government warehouse. boundary of the "Ring-tail's" range.

It is characteristic of Ring-tailed Its southern limts are, according
cats to become friendly with human to E. W. Nelson, Costa Rica . In
beings, and the mountain dweller Mexico it ranges up to 10,000 feet
who is fortunate enough to be fa above the sea, but in California it
vored by visits from them, can, with is most often found below 3000 feet.
a little patience, make a valuable, In the Mother Lode country it has
furry friendship. In the days not been befriended by miners since
so long past, when the Yosemite the days of '49 . In this region it is
meat market stood among the great quite frequently referred to as the
boulders under the south wall of ''miner's cat," because it so coic-
Yosemite Valley, a certain female monly moves into mounta i n e s hit •s

Ring-tailed cat did more to acquaint and destroys the mice that frequent
human beings with the friendliness them.
of the species than have all others Judge Walter Fry of Scquo'a Na-
of her race inhabiting this gorge . tional Park. who has written ex-
Every afternoon, just as scores of tremely valuable accounts of his
Yosemite dwellers and tourists lined observations on native anima 1
up to purchase their daily portion forms, has this to say of' the "Ring-
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tall" :

	

the one bed. The kittens grew
"On May 25, 1906, while I was rapidlythe

	

and
parents

when
began

three
carryto

	

weeks old
food to

camped at Reeky Gulch, Sequoia them ; at the age of about eight
National Park, I saw two of these weeks they accompanied their par-
Oats, an adult male and a female, entsthe on nightly hunts, retu

LaterrniIng
to

imbeautiful specimens . Both were so relievedcabin
by

in
a
dayt

detach
.e
ment of

wa
sol

s
-

good-natured and gentle that it was diers who also made pets of the
Only necessary to feed them a few Ring-tail family so that they be-
times to induce them to come into came as tame as any house cats .''

the cabin with me. They became

	

California gives protection to this
W tame that they would eat from attractive and truly desirable fur

bearer during einght and a half
my hands, climb into my lap, and months each year. Those who con-
Steep in a bed that I -irepared for duct poison campaigns against coy-
them in the cabin. A few days otes however, are limited to

after my arrival the female had t

	

uo
particular seasoni

ais
nd i t happens

hat the "Ring-tal"

	

a fairly fre-
three kittens, about the size of quent victim of the poisoners . tt
newly born house cats . For two or should afford consolation to nature
three days the mother would not lovers to know that National

es
parks

that
permit the father to come near are free from those inset the dangerous "extermination
then, but later the family occupied campaigns" in operation.

A BATTLE TO THE DEATH
By DAVID KEGK

The struggle for existence is a attempt to pick up the bird aroused
very real problem to all living his instinct of self-preservation.
thi .igs . In the animal kingdom the and with fluffed-out feathers, he
possibility of living a long life is pecked most sharply at the out
dally fraught with dangers . The stretched ' and. The robin was urn
tact that all animals must eat to commonly frightened and trembled
live means that countless thou- visibly when held . A search for the
scads are killed each day to pro- cause of the robin's plight disclosed
Vide the necessary sustenance for a large Cooper hawk lying in the
their foes. One assumes that the grass some ten feet away, stone
Imniler animals are hunted by the dead . One eyeball was pulled from
larger, which, in turn, are in dan- its socket and hung against his
ger of capture by still larger ene- beak . The story in circumstantial
nib's . Usually, the result is the evidence had here been told . A
Itauu' . A hungry hunter spots his patch of feathers and skin had been
prey, which he traps and kills, often torn from the robin's breast by the
Without giving the victim time to first rush of the hawk, but one
Utter a cry, much less a chance to well-directed blow from the robin's
defend himself,

	

sharp beak had pierced the brain of
However, there are times when his assailant . The hawk was a

the proposed victim of this carnal large adult and apparently weighed
tenet upsets the plans of the would- three times as much as the robin
be banqueter to the extent of kill- A slight miscalculation in the
Ing him. One such battle to the hawk's strike had cost him his life
death occurred at Mather, on the The robin was taken in and
Western boundary of the Yosemite placed in a box to spend the night.
National Park . One day last The wound on his breast was a su-
apring, just at dusk, the writer perficial one, and it was hoped he
found a mature male robin c rouch would recover . However, he died
lag beside a board in a meadow . before morning from the shock of
Closer approach proved him to be his experience, and thus this be
Injured, for he held his position . came a double tragedy of the
but assumed a belligerent air. AT. woods
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MOUNTAIN QUAIL

By George M . Wright
Bizarre indeed is the color pat Its Nesting Grounds

tern of the mountain quail. Be- With the advent of spring, the
decked as it is with plumage re mountain .tuail returns to nesting
sembling .ome triumph of futuris grounds ranging through the main
tic design, this argest of the forest .felt up to 9500 feet . Old
quails contributes a special thrill birds or familie . with young may
of surprise to the experiences of sometimes be seen .nd are alums.
every tramper who glimpses its sure to be heard . from the trail,
plump form scuttling away through of Yosemite's rim wherever there
the underbrush Like many another is adequate brush to provide safe
of nature's most exotic creations retreats.
the very charm of the bird is en The nests, which take the form
hanced by the rarity of opportuni of depressions lined with leaves
ties afforded for making intimate and grasses, are carefully concealed
observations.

	

from plying eyes under some bush,
When winter comes, however, the fallen stick or protective rock Al

mountain quail migrates, literally least one pair in the pass has r bu tt
on foot, to lower altitudes in search effective use of the burnt out butt

of a food :supply that is not packed of ea small conifer for this purpose
away in cold storage under the The eggs numbering from five it

snow. Individuals :nay be found on fifteen, occasionally even more, ar
the floor of Yosemite Valley where of a uniformly pale reddish but t
they have occasionally become without other marking

equite tame around the governmen

	

To judge from the size of th
sheds and barns . Vlore commonl•. broods brought off the nest, one
they may be heard calling front, f light at first thought conclude
the hillsides at El Portal where that mountain quail arc abundant
they commingle with the widely This is very far from the case, be-
known valley quail this season, at ing another example of a provision.
least.

	

of nature co insure the perpetuanc•e
of the species As a matter of ac

The visiting species is easily tuality the quail is so steadily as
identifiable by reason of its larger well as stealthily pursued by such
size, slender crested plume, and wily predators as the wildcat and
the rich chestnut coloring of throat fox that only a small percentage
patch and sides, emphasized by of the young at .ain to maturity.
conspicuous bandings of white and Though this quail has some ad
black . The plume varies from twr vantage over its lowland relative
and one-half to four inches in inasmuch as there is not the same
length, the two ecmponent black tendency to gather in large flock(
feathers being laid back whenever or to break from cover en masse
some excitement does not cause when disturbed, the hunter never
them to be displayed in an erect theless pursues his game even more
and vigorous manner At such time relentlessly as civilization en
this elegant quail presents an alert croaches steadily upon 'the wildest
military aspect . The female is des fastnesses . And though the moon
tinguishable less perhaps by an t tai° quail is favor( -d with some pro
recognition marks than from her tection at the present time, let ri
more quiet demeanor . though th- receive every aid that sentimenr
coloration is a trifle less vivid and coupled with common sense should
the plume shorter as the two sexes give to st .ch a harmless and beau-are seen side by side .

	

tifu] dweller in our glorious Sierra .



YOSEMTIE NATURAL HISTORY
ASSOCIATION

YOSEMITE . NATIONAL PARK_
CALIFORNIA

ISMITE M1 CUM

r
ar Friena:

here > re tree good reasons why you should

cme a member or r toe Yosemite Natural History Asso-
ation :

I . It will keep you in touch with

Yosemite through "Yosemite Nature
Notes".

2. it offers you opportunity to se-

cure NATURE MAGAZINE, AMERICAN

FORESTS AND FOREST LIFE, T or both,

at an unprecedented low price.

3. You materially aid a non-profiting

Government educational activity

(The Yosemite Museum and its at-

tendant nature guide service) when

you remit your memheraaip fee.

Please read a sample of "Yosemite Nature

tes", consider our purposes, and don't overlook the
nefits of the combination offers with the American

tare Association and the American Forestry ;ssocia-
ci, . Remit byekeck or money order.

Cordially yours,

C . P . Russell
Park Naturalist



GLEANINGS FROM THE PAN PACIFIC

CONFERENCE
HONOLULU HAWAII 19r

"Through its educational division the National Park

Service is endeavouring to help every visitor enjoy these

great areas with an enjoyment based upon understanding ."

Ansel F.Hall (Chief Naturalist).

"National Parks have become creations of government

in many countries, and their use by the people is primarily

for studying nature and recreation in the wilds ."

•`I'. A. Jaggan . (Director, Hawaiian Volcano Observatory).

"Natural beauty, may be considered as capital and

utilities, and visiting guests as the interest on that capit-

al ." -Heiji Uyehara (President of Japanese Landscape Arch-

itectural Society).

"It is up to the museum to bring people face to face

with nature; to give them the inspiration which comes

from discovering facts for themselves ." -Edwin H .Bryan.

(Bishop Museum, Honolulu).

"To him who in the love of nature holds communion

with her visible forms, she speaks various languages ."

- Bryant




